Realtime, continuous assessment of complex-mixture protease and protease inhibitor activity
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Abstract – Recently the treatment PAXLOVID™ (nirmatrelvir co-packaged with ritonavir) was authorized for use as a treatment for COVID-19. The presumed mechanism of action of the treatment, an inhibitor of a Sars-Cov-2 “3CL” protease, continues decades-long interest in viral protease inhibition in the fight against pathogenic viruses (e.g., HIV protease inhibitors). Proteolysis assay methods vary widely, roughly bounded by interrogation of basic biochemistry and high-throughput, early-stage drug screening. Reported here are methods that provide unique and biologically relevant characterization of proteolysis and protease inhibition. A companion report provides evidence that these methods show promise for drug and basic biological discovery, especially for early detection of potential side effects. Electron spin resonance spectroscopy and spin labeling (ESRSL) of whole proteins are leveraged to monitor reactants and products of whole-protein digestion through differentiation of angular mobility of those products and reactants. These proof-of-concept data demonstrate consistency with prior art for all possible combinations of four proteases, two whole-protein substrates and three inhibitors. Thus, ESRSL is shown to uniquely and widely interrogate proteolysis of natural, whole-protein, substrates insuring the biological relevance of results.
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Introduction

Proteases are pivot points of activity in all biological systems [1]. About 2% of all mammalian genes have been estimated to code for proteases, implying that over 500 distinct proteases may exist in humans [2, 3]. Once thought to be simple degradation engines, proteases are increasingly seen as pathway control agents for key processes ranging from blood clotting [4] to cell death [5]. Indeed, proteases have been shown or are postulated to be associated with a wide variety of disease conditions, including heart disease, cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, arthritis, HIV/AIDS, Hepatitis C, inflammation, and diabetes mellitus [6–17]. Protease inhibitors are already being used to combat a variety of diseases, e.g., PAXLOVID for COVID-19 [18] and multiple treatments for HIV [19]. Therefore, the study of proteases and the identification of new protease inhibitors is an active area of research. Commercially, proteases appear in laundry detergents, pesticides, meat tenderizers, and digestive aids [20]. They are also exploited or are key actors in the production of cheese, yogurt, meat, beer, and bread [21, 22]. In the laboratory proteases are routinely employed in the management of cell cultures and the preparation of protein samples for mass spectrometry [23]. Despite these many applications, characterization of protease activity and inhibition remains a challenge due to the complex nature of the protease reaction.

Proteases act on whole proteins through amide bond cleavage. In general, cleavage of a single bond in a whole-protein substrate creates two protein fragments that then each become potential next substrates for the protease. Continuing this process through only a few cycles leads to possible product/substrate profiles that are comprised of fragments with molecular weights ranging from that of a single amino acid to that near the original whole-protein substrate, as evidenced by liquid chromatography [24, 25]. Scission at a given amide linkage may wholly disrupt secondary/tertiary structure leading to a disordered or wholly denatured polypeptide. In contrast, scission at another linkage may leave the protein largely intact.

Existing methods to characterize protease activity exploit different aspects of the protein digestion process. Perhaps the oldest of the methods still in use exploits a yellow-to-purple colorimetric shift upon binding of ninhydrin to free amino acids [26]. A related method follows the formation of a blue-appearing complex formed between tyrosine and a phenolic reagent [27]. Both of these methods
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detect proteolysis products rather late in the cycle as they rely on the appearance of free amino acids. Alternatively, peptide-substrates have been employed to gauge protease activity, often custom-designed for a specific protease. More recently, peptide-substrates have featured inclusion of fluorophores in combination with detection by fluorescence-based spectrosopies; e.g., fluorescence polarization [28] or fluorescence resonance energy transfer [29–32]. Such approaches can serve as useful screening or selective identification tools prior to more in-depth investigation. In-depth information can be derived from whole-protein substrate work that exploits separation methods, e.g., high performance liquid chromatography either by itself [24, 25] or in combination with mass spectrometry [33–35]. Newer approaches include the use of proteases immobilized on cantilevers whose deflection can be correlated with protease activity [36].

Here, we report a spin labeling electron spin resonance (ESRSL) based method, to screen for protease activity and inhibition using intact, whole-protein substrates. Over four decades, ESRSL has proven useful in the differentiation of protein function and/or activity based on measurement of differences in angular mobility [37–42]. Two earlier ESRSL studies [43, 44] monitored the self-digestion of proteins on erythrocyte membranes and HIV protease, but neither attempted to establish a generalized methodology. The generally applicable method we report here uses ESRSL to monitor all stages of whole protein digestion by proteases, as well as the effect of different inhibitors on this process. ESRSL is shown to spectroscopically separate complex product/reactant mixtures in real time thus eliminating the need for physical separation or interruption of the reaction. The methods also lend themselves to evaluation of potential therapeutics for the desired activity plus anticipation of potential side effects and disease severity as addressed in the companion article [47], “Rampant Proteolysis at the Intersection of Therapy-Induced Hypoalbuminemia and Acute Pancreatitis.”

Materials and methods

Materials

Bovine serum albumin (BSA), bovine hemoglobin A (HgA), a secondary source of bovine pancreatic trypsin, papaya latex papain, pineapple stem bromelain, synthetic leupeptin hemisulfate, microbial chymostatin and the spin label 4-Maleimido-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy, free radical (MAL6) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis MO. Soybean trypsin inhibitor, bovine pancreatic α-chymotrypsin, and the primary source of bovine pancreatic trypsin were purchased from Worthington Biochemical Co., Lakewood NJ. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA. Stock solutions of BSA and HgA were made to 160 μM in PBS (typically 3 mL each). Stock solutions of proteases and inhibitors were made to 600 μM in PBS (typically 0.5–1 mL each). A 40 mM stock solution of MAL6 was prepared in DMSO (0.5 mL).

Sample preparation

160 μM stock solutions of the substrates (BSA and HgA) were labeled with equimolar amounts of MAL6 and allowed to incubate for 30–60 min at room temperature. Solvent dialysis (1 to 10^6) was achieved through three, successive 1:100 dialyses against PBS at room temperature. Solutions for the ESRSL experiments were prepared through mixing of protease, inhibitor and/or buffer aliquots in a 0.6 mL Eppendorf tube to reach a final concentration of 100 μM for each of the reaction components. For solutions containing both protease and inhibitor, the inhibitor was introduced prior to the protease. Test solutions were transferred into 80 μL capillaries to a certain sample height, sealed with Critoseal® at one end and placed in a 5-mm (ID) quartz sample tube. The loaded quartz tubes were placed in the ESRSL resonator and tuning adjusted to achieve critical coupling. All ESRSL observations were performed at room temperature, typically 22 °C.

ESRSL data collection

For each standard and each kinetic time point, four 30-second ESRSL spectra were obtained, and their values averaged to reduce noise. Therefore, each reported data point represents 2 min of averaged activity. Time equals zero is defined as the moment at which the protease was introduced to the sample by vigorous pipetting, yielding a mixed solution. Upon introduction of protease to labeled substrate a computer-based timer, embedded in custom software designed for analysis, was started. The software calculated the times at which the initial and subsequent kinetic points were to be collected at pre-determined intervals. Actual start times were also noted and recorded. The raw ESRSL data, as well as all pertinent instrument and solution data were collated into a single, custom database.

The data are reported at the half-way point of the 2-minute period of data collection, specifically 7, 24, and 41 min after protease introduction. The timing was designed such that three protease digestion samples could be run concurrently, with start times staggered by 6-minute intervals. ESRSL data were collected on a Varian E-112 spectrometer equipped with TE102 resonators. Occasionally, a field/frequency lock accessory was employed. The majority of observations were obtained at 2.5 gauss modulation amplitude and a microwave power of 32 mW, with settings selected to optimize signal/noise. All instrument settings were recorded and employed as appropriate by the analysis software as discussed below.

ESRSL data analysis

To estimate the error in the data (e.g., in peak height) due to sample variation and to fluctuations in the spectroscopic measurements, we prepared four identical samples containing BSA only and took four sets of four averaged spectra for each sample. The spread in the measured peak heights for these 16 resulting spectra indicated that the error in these measurements is less than 1.3%. This error was applied directly for primary concentration analysis for
“Rigid” spectra as shown in Figure 1. By comparison “Mobile” spectra (Fig. 1) are 55 times more easily detected. Therefore, an error of 0.02% was applied to all Mobile concentration analyses. We also performed the same analysis based on 16 spectra of a single sample, but that did not noticeably reduce the amount of noise. All data points reported in this work are the result of averaging four spectra recorded within a 2-minute time interval as explained above.

The raw ESRSL data was normalized for any changes in instrument or solution conditions. Linear baseline correction was performed prior to automated determination of peak locations and heights. Broad peaks were subjected to a 15-point, digital filtering procedure while sharp peaks were examined without filtering. Concentrations of reaction products were estimated by comparison of corrected, normalized ESRSL data to relevant standards (e.g., labeled substrate ± inhibitor, complete digestion endpoints). The reactions were followed by monitoring the intensity of the sharp high-field peak (mobile population) or the broad low-field peak (rigid population). The resulting kinetic data in the form of peak heights as a function of time were exported to MS Excel, which was used to create graphs and histograms.

Results

ESRSL differentiation of molecular mobility

This work reports the study of whole protein substrate digestion by different proteases using ESRSL which monitors changes in angular mobility of the spin-labeled proteins. Figure 1 shows ESRSL spectra of a 64 kDa protein in an aqueous solution and spin-labeled at different cysteine residues. The angular mobility of a “rigid” protein-bound label can be three orders of magnitude slower than the rate of a “mobile” protein-bound label, giving rise to distinct ESRSL spectra (Fig. 1). The impact of functionalizing a single site on protein structure and function is typically minimal. A spin label like MAL6 (Fig. 2) increases the size of, e.g., a cysteine residue, to that approximating tryptophan, while changing the overall molecular weight of the protein by less than 0.3%. Analogues to functionalizing proteins with fluorescent labels, spin labels can be introduced selectively at a variety of sites, including terminal amino groups, other secondary and tertiary amines, and carboxyl termini. The angular mobility changes dramatically depending on whether the site is associated with maintenance of the secondary or tertiary structure of the protein. Prior ESRSL results reflect these site-to-site mobility differences [38]. Note, however, that rapid angular mobility can arise both from small molecules and from mobile sites within a large molecule. In Figure 1 the three-line “mobile” spectrum may be that of, e.g., a two to three kDa peptide or that of a mobile site in a much larger protein. The “rigid” spectrum is that of a site reflecting mostly the rotational motion of the protein as a solid body, equivalent to a 60 kDa or larger protein. If both types of sites are present, e.g., digested protein alongside the original protein substrate or a large fragment of the original substrate, a “composite” spectrum is observed, as shown in Figure 1. Distinctive features of both a rigid population and a mobile population are apparent. Mobile populations tend to be detected preferentially in ESRSL, i.e., for a given change in concentration of the mobile population larger changes in ESRSL peaks will be observed than for an equivalent concentration change of a
rigid population. In summary, this study demonstrates that proteolysis can be tracked by assessing concentration changes of both the rigid and mobile populations independently.

Three metrics based on changes in spectral features can be used to track the proteolysis process, as indicated in Figure 1: (i) The concentration of the rigid population may be estimated by the height of the low-field or leftmost peak. (ii) The concentration of the mobile population may be estimated by the height of high-field (rightmost), sharp peak. In general, tracking changes in the mobile population concentration proves the most reliable and the most amenable to screening applications due to a much greater change in spectral features associated with the mobile population. (iii) The final metric, “$D_Z$” (Fig. 1), is a qualitative indicator of the nature of the rigid population. A decrease in $D_Z$ indicates a decrease in molecular weight of the rigid population.

**Figure 2.** (a) ESRSL spectra of MAL6-labeled BSA (0 min, black) as well as 7, 24, and 41 min after addition of trypsin (green, blue, and red curves). Note the changes in the spectral features: the increase in the intensity of the three main peaks (mobile population), the decrease in the intensity of the leftmost peak (rigid population) and the shift in the position of some of the peaks on the right (reduction in $D_Z$, see inset) indicating a decrease in molecular weight of the rigid population. (b) ESRSL spectra for the same experiment as part (a), but now in the presence of a trypsin inhibitor.

Tracking Proteolysis in Real Time via ESRSL

**Figure 2a** shows ESRSL spectra for the proteolysis of labeled BSA treated with trypsin over a 41-minute time period. The spectral features representative of an increase in the mobile population (increase in height of the “mobile” population peak on the right) and those features representative of a decrease in the rigid population (decrease in height of the “rigid” population peak on the left) are evident. Also, the outermost peaks move toward each other (decrease in $D_Z$), as highlighted in the inset for the rightmost peak, which indicates a decrease in the molecular weight of the rigid population. In contrast, none of these changes occur if *trypsin inhibitor* is added to the sample solution prior to addition of the protease (Fig. 2b).

In the subsequent figures we use these ESRSL metrics to track the digestion of two whole-protein substrates (BSA and HgA labeled with MAL6 on cysteinyl sites) by four proteases (trypsin, $x$-chymotrypsin, papain, and bromelain). In addition, we study the inhibition of the proteolysis process for each substrate-protease combination using three inhibitors (trypsin inhibitor, leupeptin, and chymostatin).

Figures 3a and 3b show a near-symmetric increase and decrease of the mobile and rigid populations, respectively, for the digestion of HgA by $x$-chymotrypsin, as well as the modulation of the same experiment by three potential inhibitors. The degree of inhibition is evident from either metric, with each metric serving as an internal confirmation of the other. *These data show for the first time that ESRSL indeed can be used to track proteolysis of whole-protein substrates.*

In cases where digestion is less aggressive, the trends are still clearly mirrored for the two concentration metrics, yet the relatively larger statistical error associated with the rigid population begins to approach the differences between the inhibitor curves. Therefore, we used the concentration of the mobile population to monitor the various
proteolysis experiments in the absence and presence of the inhibitors.

**Comparison to prior art**

Figures 4 and 5 present the changes in the mobile population concentration during proteolysis of each of the two substrates (BSA, Fig. 4; HgA, Fig. 5) in the presence of four proteases and three inhibitors. The general trends agree with expectations for the various protease/inhibitor combinations: (i) Trypsin inhibitor is an effective inhibitor of the serine proteases (trypsin and \(\alpha\)-chymotrypsin) though it is not effective against the cysteinyI proteases (papain and bromelain) [45]. (ii) Leupeptin is an effective inhibitor for all proteases except \(\alpha\)-chymotrypsin [46]. (iii) Chymostatin exhibits modest inhibition of the serine proteases but is a strong inhibitor of the cysteinyI proteases [46]. Together, these extensive datasets and the agreement of the observed trends with expectations, show that ESRSL indeed provides a direct and rapid approach to characterize the effectiveness of different proteases and protease inhibitors.

**Whole-Protein Substrate Differentiation via ESRSL**

Next, we compared the rigid and mobile concentrations for all protein-protease-inhibitor combinations after allowing the reactions to proceed for 24 h (Figs. 6 and 7). The data provide evidence for both protease and substrate differentiation. The digestion profiles for HgA at 24 h (Fig. 6) are in agreement with the corresponding results over the first 40 min (Fig. 5). For example, trypsin inhibitor and leupeptin are shown to be strong inhibitors of trypsin digestion of HgA over the first 40 min (Fig. 5a) as well as 24 h later (Fig. 6a). The same is true for the trypsin inhibitor inhibition of \(\alpha\)-chymotrypsin (Figs. 5b and 6b), and for leupeptin and chymostatin inhibition of the cysteinyI proteases papain (Figs. 5c and 6c) and bromelain (Figs. 4d and 6d).

Digestion profiles of the second whole-protein substrate, BSA (Fig. 7), exhibited some similar trends, but also several trends that differed from those observed during HgA digestion (Fig. 6). When trypsin is used as the protease, continued inhibition by trypsin inhibitor and leupeptin is
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observed for both BSA and HgA digestion (Figs. 6a and 7a). However, for all other protease/inhibitor combinations the 24-hour digestion profile of HgA and BSA are in sharp contrast to each other. First, none of the inhibitors appear to be effective towards the proteases α-chymotrypsin, papain, and bromelain. Instead, the actual observations depend on the individual proteases used. (i) α-chymotrypsin uniquely produces a wholly mobile population, with the bars for the rigid population equaling statistical noise, indicating complete digestion of BSA, irrespective of the presence of inhibitor. (ii) For papain, the rigid population is approximately double that of the mobile population, indicating only very limited digestion of BSA, irrespective of the presence of inhibitor. (iii) Bromelain produces near-equivalence in the rigid and mobile populations. In addition, all bromelain-treated samples uniquely exhibit a strong reduction in the ΔZ metric. ΔZ values for this set of bromelain data were 3–5 Gauss below those for comparable data sets or standards, and were the lowest five values for the entire study. This change hints at a loss of molecular weight of the rigid population as will be further discussed below.

**Discussion**

Application of ESR_{SL} to the determination of proteolysis and proteolysis inhibition allows for spectroscopic separation of reactant/product populations into rigid and mobile subpopulations (Fig. 1). This angular mobility-based separation provides a ready means to both track proteolysis kinetics and characterize the reactant/product mixture at any instant. The fact that *whole proteins* can be used as substrates ensures the bio-relevance of results. Furthermore, the extent of proteolysis can be gauged directly over any relevant period. Tracking initial formation of the mobile subpopulation, as shown in Figures 4 and 5, demonstrates qualitative agreement of the results obtained with the ESR_{SL} method reported here with prior art. In summary, the method reported here can be used for proteolysis and proteolysis inhibition screening for many protease/substrate/inhibitor combinations using initial observations. Furthermore, continuing to track rigid and mobile subpopulations for longer time periods enables differentiation of substrates, proteases, and inhibitors.

While clearly separating the reactant/product population into rigid and mobile subpopulations, ESR_{SL} also provides refined characterization within a given subpopulation. Upon peptide bond scission non-selective proteases such as those tested in this study can produce mobile fragments and/or leave the original substrate largely intact. ESR_{SL} data clearly demonstrate both events, the latter expressed, for example, in variation in the rigid population metric, ΔZ (Figs. 1 and 2). This refined reactant/product characterization of subpopulations will prove crucial for more selective proteases. In summary, the ESR_{SL} method reported here...
uniquely provides the ability (i) to gauge proteolytic activity on whole protein substrates, (ii) to separate reactant/product mixtures spectroscopically, and (iii) to identify and characterize multiple events and components.

The spectroscopic separation between rigid and mobile populations is the most dramatic population differentiation expressed by ESRSL. As shown in Figure 3 an increase in mobile population concentration is mirrored by a decline in rigid population concentration. This provides an internal confirmation as growth in one subpopulation reflects a decline in another. However, closer examination of the ESRSL data demonstrates population differentiation within subpopulations, as has been seen in earlier work using other methods. As shown in Figure 2, the rigid subpopulation evolves continuously and rapidly with a general trend toward smaller components within the rigid subpopulation. Further, quantitative comparison of subpopulation concentrations also reflects the existence of multiple species within a subpopulation (Fig. 3). For example, a comparison of y-axis values in Figure 3a indicates a growth (e.g., to 18 μM) in the mobile subpopulation (protease only), while the corresponding rigid subpopulation declined by 45 μM (Fig. 3b). Taken collectively, ESRSL data suggest that the major subpopulations are not homogeneous, but rather are comprised of multiple, related species each with its own angular mobility and corresponding ESRSL lineshape. This seems particularly true of the rigid subpopulation in which an evolving lineshape is clearly observed, and the amplitude of the broader peaks comprised of multiple species will always be smaller than an equivalent concentration of a single species. Looking ahead, methods could be developed to improve resolution with the goal being identification of individual species within subpopulations.

The use of spin labels in ESRSL is both necessary and a potential source of concern. The method presented here relies on the use of spin label modification of a single amino acid of the 400–500 amino acids that are present in the protein substrates used in this study. Despite the minor modification, biological activity of the labeled material must be confirmed. In the current work, confirmation was achieved in three ways. First, multiple, whole protein substrates were employed, and outcomes proved comparable, particularly for early-stage kinetics (Figs. 4 and 5). Second, the results of experiments performed with cysteinyl-labeled BSA (Figs. 1, 2, 4, and 7) were identical to the results for experiments performed with the label attached to primary amines (data not shown). Third, mixed populations of labeled and unlabeled BSA or labeled and unlabeled HgA were tested against fully labeled counterparts, yet the

Figure 5. Increase in mobile population over a 41-minute time course for digestion of HgA by four proteases: Trypsin, α-chymotrypsin, papain, and bromelain. Each protease acted alone or in the presence of three protease inhibitors. Error bars are too small to be seen at this scale.
The experimental outcome for all these experiments was equivalent (data not shown).

Label considerations also enter proteolysis in another and unique way. Before the onset of proteolysis ($t = 0$), each and every whole-protein substrate molecule is represented in the ESRSL spectrum. Upon the onset of proteolysis, products, some without a label, become new reactants. As a result, the fraction of labeled reactants (or products) continuously declines. In other words, the other, unlabeled fraction of reactants/products is not captured in the ESRSL spectra. As our data shows, this is likely a minor issue for studies involving random or indiscriminate proteolysis. For studies involving more selective proteases or proteolytic cascades, the approach reported here will need to be refined, which is an area of current study.

Proteolysis is a multi-center, potentially complex sequence of chemical events, a process that has been linked to a wide range of diseases, as already mentioned in the Introduction. In contrast to current methods, the ESRSL-based method reported here can monitor all stages of whole protein digestion by proteases, as well as the effect of different inhibitors, without the need for physical separation or interruption of the reaction. As such the ESRSL-based method has the potential to help in the evaluation of the selectivity of drug candidates as protease inhibitors, an area of current investigation in our laboratories. Results of such ESRSL experiments will not only provide information on the nature of the interaction between the drug and the protease, but they also have the potential to provide insight in unintended consequences, for example those related to side effects and disease severity. Knowledge of both selectivity and unintended consequences of a drug candidate early on has the potential to reduce the time and money consumed in later stages of the drug development cycle.

Precisely these sorts of data are examined in the companion article [47] “Rampant Proteolysis at the Intersection of Therapy-Induced Hypoalbuminemia and Acute Pancreatitis.”

Figure 6. Rigid and mobile population concentrations following a 24-hour, room-temperature digestion of HgA by four proteases: Trypsin, α-chymotrypsin, papain, and bromelain. Each protease acted alone or in the presence of three known protease inhibitors. Total substrate concentration was 100 μM.
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